
Not  Scaling  –  Part  2:
Starting Small to Build Big

The big news to share this week
on  bounceit!™  is  that  the  app
went  live  in  the  app  store,
after a long period of creation,
and we are starting the process
of  scaling  by  not  scaling,  as
was  discussed  in  last  week’s
blog. This week will be focused
on getting a small group to use
and try it out on all devices to
make sure everything is flowing

well. Then, we will move to our local and social media friends
to give it a try and to share with others, if they like it.
And finally, on to the rest of the world.

Scaling  bounceit!™  by  Not
Scaling
Many of us look at the world we
live in today and think about an
idea  we  may  have  that,  if
launched in our connected world,
it  would  spread  and  we  would
become  super  rich.  With  the
internet  and  smart  phones
allowing  us  to  be  connected
everywhere, this is not a pipe dream. The right idea, combined
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with enough money and a strong management team, can push an
idea out in the marketplace and accomplish those dreams.

Marketing  through  Online
Contests
We have had some fun at my office recently, creating a video
that  will  help  to  generate  a  feel  and  personality  that
represents our company. Mainly, it shows that we can let our
hair down (or put some on) and just have some fun. We did this
by putting together a rap video in the imitation of a rap song
out there called “Thrift Shop.” The reasoning for this video
is two-fold: Making it helped to create fun in our company,
and it shows you how you can have fun by using contesting in
your company’s marketing strategy.

Want Big Bucks? Think Elegant
Organization
What  is  it  about  Facebook,
LinkedIn,  and  Amazon  that  we
can’t stay away from them? What
makes them so valuable? Well the
answer is elegant organization.
Let  me  give  you  a  little
background to explain what this
means.
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Is Geo-Fencing on Your Map?
As we continue to build mobile
apps for clients, the advantages
resulting  from  these  apps  are
appearing limitless. I have been
in Charlotte this week for the
EO  Nerve  Conference.  When  I
called  for  a  taxi,  they  said
that I can download an app that
will send a taxi to me. Not only that, but I can follow the
taxi’s location as it comes to pick me up.

It’s a Give and Ask Business
World
I have written a few blogs from David Meerman Scott’s books
and blogs because they relate so much to the social media
world we are in today. Scott’s work is all about creating a
worldwide rave around what you offer, by putting valuable
content out on the web that will build credibility and create
value for others. He also discusses using current events to
leverage more interest and exposure around what you offer the
world.
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Follow the Big Trends or the
Small Ones?
I have talked to a lot of people about the big trend of
mobile, the growth in this area, how it
is changing the way we do business, and
how if we don’t want to be left behind,
we need to adapt. Some of this has a
longer time horizon and some of it needs
to be thought about in the short-term.

Partnering for Growth
A few weeks back, I shared what we are dong to move forward on
the path of concentration around a certain focus with mobile.
We have built a mobile app platform that is customizable and
appropriate for our focus of working with marketing companies.
This has been an evolution for us, and one that recently has
had a lot of the details come together.

As I shared before, mobile is growing and the smart phone is
being  adopted  with  exponential  growth.  It  has  provided
opportunity for businesses to connect with their customers
that has not been possible before.
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Compensating with Scalability
A few weeks back, I wrote about my mistakes in not having a
focus on a specific niche or vertical and mentioned a bit
about what we are doing to push forward with a vertical in the
health care space, focusing on mobile apps. We have made some
changes and are pushing forward to create a market in the app
world that is more scalable than what we were doing before.

Where Is The Internet Going?
An analyst I used to follow in my investment days, Henry
Blodget, is now an editor for Business Insider, and his own
company  has  been  on  top  of  the  internet  space  since  the
beginning. I like hearing what he has to say because he has
had so many years watching the ups and downs of the firms in
this  space,  and  he  offers  good  insight  into  where  these
companies are going.

Business Insider recently held its annual IGNITION conference
with great speakers from LinkedIn, Google, Groupon, and Time
Warner.
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